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This term, everyone has been really busy completing their Talk for Writing units and
improving their writing skills. Have a look at all of the great things we have been doing.
Early Years
This term, Early Years have been using the model text of Jack and the
Beanstalk. They have been busy role playing the story, learning the text map
and innovating (changing) some of the words to help them tell their own
version. They have used some lovely story language to signpost what was
happening, such as ‘luckily’, ‘unfortunately’ and ‘finally’.
Early Years, can you innovate your transferable sentence pattern using ideas
from the word banks to help you? Here is mine:
Just then, along came a tiger with three bags of toys, roaring, roaring, roaring.

Phase 2
Phase 1 have been using one of my favourite books to help them with their writing this term – George and the
Dragon. George is not the traditional brave knight, but a tiny mouse who manages to scare away the fierce dragon
and save the princess! colossal
Phase 1, can you use the text map to retell the story to someone at home?

Phase 2
Phase 2 have been busy writing finding
tales. They have focused on developing
the setting and the characters. Charlotte
has used the toolkits below to help her
innovate the model text, The Night Fairy,
based on The Spiderwick Chronicles.
What do you think of her opening
section? Can you see which tools she has
used?
“It was a boiling, hot summer’s day in
early June and Rozalia and Amaya were at the park playing on the swings. The sun was so bright they were almost
blinded and they went so high that they thought they were going to go to the moon. After a few minutes, they
played a game of tag (which was their favourite game). While the sun was burning, they had a picnic. There were
delicious sandwiches, fizzing drinks and tasty treats. The treats were dancing temptingly in the picnic baskets.”

Phase 3
Phase 3 have been writing explanation texts this term, based on the
model text of ‘The Tidy your Bedroom Machine’. I bet there’s a few
parents who could do with one of those at home!
They have been learning this key vocabulary. Phase 3, can you use any
of these words in your own sentences?
Maybe you could use this vocabulary spinner to activate the
vocabulary:
https://wordwall.net/resource/21162937/english/vocabularyspinner

